INDIVIDUALIZED CAREER ADVISING: ADVOCATING FOR STUDENT SUCCESS

“CES advisors have been my career champions... They’ve helped me have confidence in my ability to apply for jobs after graduation.”
Senior, Class of 2019

CAREER EVENTS: OPPORTUNITIES TO EXPLORE, CONNECT, & BUILD SKILLS

“Take advantage of everything CES has to offer, especially events like Career Fairs, Take a Logger to Work job shadows, and ASK Night where you can meet alumni.”
Advice to current students from a Class of 2018 grad

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT MEETS CAREER DEVELOPMENT...

“Apply to a variety of on- and off-campus jobs, even if you only work for a few hours each week. My best experiences involved part-time jobs where I gained exposure to diverse environments and opportunities to build skills outside of the classroom.”
Advice to current students from a Class of 2018 grad

EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT: FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS

“Puget Sound students stand to do great things with their foundation in critical thinking and social responsibility. We’re a young company in a new industry, and we are particularly seeking opportunities to provide opportunities for liberal arts students to actualize both their creativity and innovation.”
Recruiter response to “Why Hire Puget Sound Students?”

CES IS HERE FOR YOU!

“CES helped make my application more successful while ameliorating my anxiety. Insights I gained: how to put my best foot forward; how to strategically manage the job search, and the value of finding alumni who become connectors and mentors in the field.”
Kate Ashford ’18 Research Scientist Assistant

“CES provided the perfect balance of breadth and depth, hard and soft skills, calmness and urgency. The advisors worked with me every step of the way... from my first internship, to helping me find career paths that matched my interests.”
Tehva Kastel Riggan ’18

Read more >>blogs.pugetsound.edu/CESblogs

Learn more >>pugetsound.edu/CESevents

Learn more >>pugetsound.edu/HireStudents

Learn more >>pugetsound.edu/Compass

Learn more about how CES supports students’ career development at pugetsound.edu/CES